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New condom detects STDs
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A Bellarmine College Preparatory senior, Adam 
Arreola, has invented an STD detecting condom 
that will change color when it detects a sexually 
transmitted infection. Arreola was unable to dis-
cuss the science behind the condom and details 
concerning exactly how it works for proprietary 
reasons. He has already filed the invention with 
the United States Patent Office, and he is currently 
waiting for its approval. 

Even more intriguing than the invention itself 
is the ability and drive of a high school student to 
innovate, create, and actually follow through with 
an idea. Thanks to Arreola’s willingness to sacrifice 
some of his time for an interview, we have a rare 
insight into that process.

Adam’s primary motivation for the invention 
was to “help make a difference in the world,” 
but he notes that this motivator is not mutually 
exclusive with his entrepreneurial spirit, saying 
“I feel like you can be a successful entrepreneur 
while helping people at the same time. So money 
does play a part in motivation.” 

People have ideas all the time, but rarely do 
they stick with them and see the process to the 

end, much less a very busy high school student. 
When asked how he managed to do it, Adam cites 
his values for a good work ethic and perseverance, 
emphasizing that “hard work pays off.” Adam 
admits that he was not completely sure he could 
accomplish his idea when he conceived it in eighth 
grade, but despite his initial doubts, he stuck to  
his guns, fully investing his time and energy into 
the project as well as enlisting a bit of help from 
his very supportive dad. His advice for anyone 
thinking of pursuing an idea is “if you have a good 
idea, you better do something with it or it won’t 
do any good, or someone will use it eventually.” 

As a social student at a very competitive high 
school in one of the most demanding areas in the 
world, of course Arreola had to make some sacri-
fices to focus on his invention, mentioning that 
he had to give up some “time with friends, some 
sleep, some nights out mainly.” But he stresses 
that those sacrifices should not be a deterrent in 
undertaking a goal because it all works out if you 
use your time wisely.

Being a teenager with an original invention  
is bound to garner a lot of attention. Comment-
ing on his experience, Adam said, “the attention 
was a bit overwhelming at times to be honest, but 
it’s cool to get praised for doing something good  
I guess. It is what it is, though I’m amazed it 
blew up this much.” This probably will not be the 
last of the attention for Adam as he continues  
this pursuit, deciding between selling the patent 
and starting his own business, or any other entre-
preneurial pursuits in his future.

In some final remarks regarding his venture, 
Adam highlights the idea that “your ideas can 
be a reality if you work hard, and persistence 
is key. I’ve been working at this since 2012 to 
be where I am. So be willing to stick with it, and  
you can accomplish whatever goals you have. Don’t be  
afraid of rejection or failure. Shoutout to the 
people who have had and continue to have my back  
in life.” There you have it: the man behind the  
STD-detecting condom, ladies and gentlemen.     

by Jack Zukin
World Editor

On Sat., Feb. 13, LGHS’ very own father-
daughter duos hit the dance floor to show off their 
groovy moves. As a fundraiser for the cheer team, 
cheer moms planned the ideal night by setting the 
scene in a mystical and glittery style to capture 
the essence of snow. After paying for tickets and 
dressing in the theme “Winter Wonderland,” excited 
dads and their daughters arrived eager for a night 
of bonding, and, if the dads had their way, good- 
humored embarrassment. 

With a chocolate fountain and all of the fix-
ings, dance floor, and DJ, as well as photobooth 
photographer, everyone found something to enjoy 
throughout the night. A blend of modern and 
eighties music enticed all ages to the dance floor. 
Whether it was the macarena or a slow dance, 
fathers and their daughters packed the dance floor 
for a good time. A definite favorite was the massive 
conga line that spiraled along the gym before the 
night came to a close and the crowd filed out for 
the night. Senior cheer team member Nicole Calise 
added, “My favorite part is the chocolate fountain 
and seeing all of our dads embarrass themselves 
while dancing.” All the benefits from the exciting 
night funded the cheer team, allowing them to 

After five years as LGHS’ Leadership Class 
teacher, Mrs. Bulaich, formerly Ms. Pearson, is 
stepping down from the position next school year. 
Current World History and AP Psychology teacher 
Ms. Chiodo will be taking over the role. 

Bulaich decided to step down from Leadership 
after finding out she was pregnant with her first 
child. While she has greatly enjoyed her time teach-
ing Leadership, it is a time-consuming position, 
and she knew that she would need to spend more 
time with her baby. Bulaich will now concentrate 
on teaching World History.

Chiodo decided to apply for the Leadership 
position after spending this past year as the Junior 
Class Advisor. After “learning of the wonderful 
reputation that the Leadership Program has at 
this school and witnessing their hard work and 
dedication first hand,” she decided to apply for the 
position. She also felt that it was time to make a 
small change in her curriculum after eight years 
of teaching. She has only taught academic classes 
in the past, and this is her first time taking on 
such a large role.

In her upcoming time as Leadership Advisor, 
Chiodo hopes to continue the sense of community 
at LGHS stating that “the Wildcat family is such a 
wonderful family to be a part of for all faculty, staff, 
and students.” She wants to continue the sense of 
welcome that she felt as a new teacher joining our 
campus just two years ago. Chiodo is most excited 

On Thurs., Mar. 10, Los Gatos High School 
held its first-ever Souper Bowl. A long tradition at 
Saratoga High School, the Souper Bowl fundraiser 
made its debut to a hungry and happy bunch  
of customers. 

Since October, the Ceramics class has been 
crafting bowls to give with the soup at the event. 
El Gato caught up with Margaret Greer, a junior 
in the class, who has been putting in work on her 
soup bowls. “I don’t know exactly how many bowls 
I made,” said Greer, “If I had to make a guess about 
how much time I spent making them, I’d say about 
30 hours with class time and Saturday open-hours.” 
At the event, a strip of tables in the center of the 
cooking class was lined with hundreds of bowls 
in an array of colors and shapes. Each admissions 
stamp granted a customer one bowl from the table 
and an endless amount of soup. 

Although they hadn’t been working on the 
process for quite as long as the Ceramics class due 
to sanitary reasons, the Cooking class was also 
a vital part of the fundraiser and provided the 
soup for the bowls. A variety of soup options was 
available to the public, including corn chowder,  
black bean, vegetarian minestrone, and chicken 
noodle. Making the soup was actually a lab/regular 
assignment for the students, while working the 
actual event was an extra credit opportunity.

Leah Aguayo, the Ceramics teacher at Sara-
toga High School and wife to LGHS’ own Ralph 

participate, and win once again, at nationals in 
Las Vegas.

Exactly one month following the father-daugh-
ter dance, the annual mother-daughter lunch took 
place. Two Saturdays ago, on Mar. 13 in the Los 
Gatos High Community Room, the senior class 
hosted the event to benefit senior prom. A local 
restaurant, Opa!, catered the event and served an 
array of Greek food for attendees. Throughout the 
afternoon mothers and their daughters competed 
in various games including family feud, generation 
gap, and a variation of the newlywed game. Senior 
Class President Sabrina Burnett said, “My mom 
and I won ‘How Well Do You Know Your Mother/
Daughter’ which is super exciting!” The commu-
nity room was decked out in baby blue and donned 
bright sunflowers provided by Bunches, the local 
flower shop in downtown Los Gatos providing a 
pop of color. Over 50 people attended the event to 
honor their hardworking and supportive mothers.

Keep an eye out for Los Gatos High’s first-ever 
mother-son lunch event. Leadership is working 
hard to make this a special afternoon treat and is 
thrilled that Los Gatos Meats will be catering for 
mothers and their sons. Further details will come 
in the following weeks! 

by Kate Hinsche
People Editor

The Los Gatos High School New Millennium 
Foundation hosted its 15th annual benefit auc-
tion on Mar. 5 at the La Rinconada Country Club. 
Parents of LGHS students danced, dined, and bid 
their way through a spirit rally-inspired evening 
to raise money for the school. 

Every year for over a decade, NMF, LGHS’ 
premiere parent, teacher, and alumni fundrais-
ing organization, has hosted its auction. The 
proceeds fund the grants teachers apply for at 
the beginning of second semester. Most of these 
grants provide students with technology, such as 
computers in the library and department labs, iPad 
Minis for New Tech, cameras for DigiPhoto, and 

laptops for completing assignments online in class. 
This year’s auction raised 188,000 dollars, and 

the organization is confident it has more than 
enough money to pay for all of the spring grants. 
“This cycle, we funded Adobe Creative Cloud 
licenses, which will allow students to use all the 
Adobe creative software,” said Randi Chen, NMF’s 
president. Among other things, the March auction 
will fund the purchase of bassoons and French 
horns for the music department, equipment for 
science classrooms, and CASSY counseling. LGHS 
can thank NMF for the school website and access 
to WebAssign and Survey Monkey.

While the focus of the event was work and 
advancing education, the parents and staff in 
attendance enjoyed all the fun of the rallies that 

inspired the night. After the silent auction and 
cocktail hour, guests sat down to dinner. Next, 
the live auction saw bids on 
parking spaces in the 
school lot, front row 
seats at graduation, 
a luxury suite at 
Levi’s Stadium for a 
49er’s game, a luxury 
box at a Giant’s game, 
a condo for a week in 
Kauai, and a tour of Tesla 
Motors. The parking spots and 
graduation seats were some 
of the biggest auction 
items; the parking spots went 

by Elizabeth Monsef
Sports Editor

LGHS hosts Souper Bowl
by Danika Lyle
Humor Editor

to interact with the school and students in new 
ways than before and getting to know LGHS better.

As for new changes in Leadership, one project 
Chiodo has in mind is bringing Relay for Life, an 
overnight walk-a-thon relay to raise money for 
cancer research, to LGHS, but she mainly hopes to 
focus on learning about the Leadership program and 
getting a handle on it in her first year. New ideas 
may come to fruition over time, but at least for the 
next year Leadership will remain largely the same.

As our beloved Leadership advisor Mrs. Bulaich 
steps down from her long standing position, we also 
welcome Ms. Chiodo into her new role on campus. 
As Chiodo clearly stated, “I have very big shoes to 
fill,” and we look forward to seeing the evolving 
Leadership program in the coming years.

Leadership teacher chosen
by Violet Wallerstein
Web Editor

Parent events in LG delight 

New Millennium Foundation auction brings success

Aguayo, has been putting on a Souper Bowl 
annually at her school and wanted to bring the 
tradition to our school in order to raise money 
for the extracurricular program. Patricia Sutton 
and Leah Aguayo have been planning together for 
the event since September. Sutton, the Culinary 
and Fashion teacher at LGHS, was present at the 
event, checking on the soups and delegating jobs 
to culinary student volunteers. When asked about 
the cooperation involved in the event, Sutton com-
mented, “Being that we have some great facilities, 
we were able to collaborate with the ceramics kids 
and culinary kids to make this great program. We 
also piggy-backed on Drama by hosting before 
their show.” Following the trend of student col-
laboration, Sutton also worked with the Drama 
department to have her fashion students create the  
costumes for How To Succeed in Business Without 
Really Trying. 

The 2016, first-ever Souper Bowl was a huge 
success. Students who attended the event left 
satisfied, including senior Reid Barton, who  
stated, “It hit the spot. It was great soup and  
I got to pick out a pretty cool looking bowl. The 
whole thing went very smoothly, I think that it 
was a fair price too, I would do that again“. Los 
Gatos High School is thankful to the Ceramics class,  
Culinary class, Patricia Sutton, and the Aguayos 
for their delicious soup and beautiful bowls, and  
we hope to see the event again next year. If you 
would like to be a part of the action, sign up for 
ceramics or cooking next year!

for a total of 27,000 dollars and the front row 
graduation seats were purchased for 5,850 dol-

lars. All of the items auctioned off were 
donated by parents, alumni, and 

community members. Once 
the live auction was over, 
people watched a presenta-
tion from the robotics team 
and danced the night away.

The auction was a consid-
erable success; however, NMF 

was just shy of its 200,000 dollar 
goal. NMF accepts donations year-round 

through its website, lghsnmf.org, 
if you would like to help them 

improve LGHS.

ADAM ARREOLA: The senior promotes sexual health. SAY CHEESE: Senior daughters pose with their fathers.

ALL SMILES: Senior Zoe Lam has fun in the photo booth.

LEAVING HER MARK: Bulaich inspires Link Crew leaders.
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